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0  INTRODUCTION

Non-circular gears synthesize the advantages of 
circular gears and cam mechanisms, and can deliver a 
combination of high output power and excellent level 
accuracy with a continuously variable transmission. 
Non-circular gears have been applied to construction 
machineries, machine tools, automotives, aerospaces 
and other fields [1] to [3]. Most of current research 
is focused on non-circular spur gears. However, the 
studies for the design and manufacture of non-circular 
helical gears are few. For the advantages such as larger 
contact ratio, less impact and noise, smaller teeth be 
free of undercut, non-circular gears have a fairly good 
application prospect.

Recently, remarkable progress of non-circular 
gears has been made in the research of implementing 
their function and analyzing their performance [4] 
and [5]. As for their manufacturing technology, 
some academics have conducted some research. 
Wu et al. [6] have proposed a numerical algorithm 
of the tooth profile of non-circular gears based on 
the characteristics of cutter envelope, which can 
only be used for non-circular spur gears by wire 
electric discharge machining. In the last few years, 
new approaches to gear cutting have emerged. For 
example, José Luís Huertas Talón et al. [7] have 
offered a method of manufacturing a spur gear in 
Ti-6Al-4V alloy using a wire electrical discharge 
machine. In addition, a precision gear was cut on 0.4 
mm stainless steel sheets with fiber laser precision 
processing system in paper [8]. The above-mentioned 

methods can also be applied to non-circular spur gears 
regardless of their shape of pitch curve, but does not 
apply at all to non-circular helical gears. Moreover, 
those methods above, being hopelessly inefficient, are 
suitable only for such gears with special materials or 
extreme thinness. Hobbing is still our first choice for 
its high efficiency. Hou  and Liu [9] have researched 
a meshing theory model for the manufacturing of non-
circular helical gears by a generating method of helical 
tooling rack, and analysed the geometric features of 
the tooth profile, but provided no processing program 
for them.

In this paper, some available hobbing schemes 
and functional models have been developed based 
on the strategy of the four-axis linkage and the 
fundamental linkage models. Profile precision, axial 
precision and control performance have been analyzed 
according to the variety of the hobbing process 
in profile movement, axial movement, and extra 
rotation by using 3D machining simulation. Thus, 
excellent strategy and models have been singled out 
progressively.

1  HOBBING MODEL FOR NON-CIRCULAR HELICAL GEARS 
BASED ON A FOUR-AXIS LINKAGE

1.1 Hobbing Strategy Based on a Four-Axis Linkage

As shown in Fig. 1, the hob rotation ωb and the 
workpiece rotation ωc must keep a strict transmission 
ratio, which generates meshing movement. 
Meanwhile, the workpiece must move along the y-axis 
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(namely vy) to form non-circular gears pitch curve. 
Moreover, the hob should move along the z-axis, 
namely vz, to cut a full-depth tooth. For helical gears, 
extra rotation is essential, which can be implemented 
by extra rotation of workpiece, namely Δωc , or that 
of hob, namely Δωb . All of the above is the basic 
hobbing strategy based on a four-axis linkage.

Fig. 1.  Schematic diagram of a four-axis hobbing process

Compared to the four-axis linkage, the workpiece 
should move along the x-axis (namely vx) based on the 
five-axes linkage, which would increase the number 
of linkage axes. In addition, machining accuracy may 
be decreased due to a clearance while reciprocating 
movement [10]. Consequently, Four-axis Linkage 
method is a good hobbing strategy for non-circular 
helical gears.

1.2 Fundamental Hobbing Models Based on a Four-Axis 
Linkage

According to the meshing theory of hobbing non-
circular helical gears by a helical tooling rack [9], the 
pitch line of the helical tooling rack rolls along the 
pitch curve of the non-circular helical gears without 
slip. A revolving hob and an extra rotation (Δωc or 
Δωb) can realize the functions of the helical tooling 
rack. The cross-section of workpiece is shown in Fig. 
2. The tooling rack is formed by the hob projected 
to the end-face, the pitch line of which tangents to 
the point P with the pitch curve of the non-circular 
helical gears on the end-face. For pure rolling between 
them, the motion of the workpiece is s, and that of the 
tooling rack is l.

As shown in Fig. 2, S (o x y z) is a machine 
coordinate system, the x-axis and z-axis of which are 
independently parallel to the pitch line of the hob and 
the turning spindle axis of the workpiece, and the 
y-axis of which passes through the turning spindle 
axis of that. Sb ( ob  xb  yb  zb ) is a cutting tool coordinate 
system, moved with the helical tooling rack, and each 

axis of which is parallel with that of S (o x y z). At the 
beginning, the Sb ( ob  xb  yb  zb ) and the S (o x y z) coodinate 
systems are kept in superposition. Sc ( oc  xc  yc  zc ) is a 
workpiece coordinate system, it revolves with the 
workpiece, and the zc-axis of which is coincident 
with the turning spindle axis of the workpiece. At the 
beginning, the xc-axis is parallel with the y-axis, and 
the yc-axis is parallel with the x-axis. Moreover, we 
build a polar coordinate system that has a pole oc and 
polar axis xc  . The pitch curve equation of the non-
circular helical gears is r = r (θ ). The modulus of the 
polar radius is r; the polar angle is θ ; the polar-angular 
velocity is ω. The forward direction of the θ, the φc , 
and the ωc is as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.  Cross-section of workpiece

1.2.1  Profile-Linkage Models

As shown in Fig. 2, the angle between the polar radius 
and the tangent of the pitch curve of the workpiece is 
μ. From the theory of calculus [11], we can infer the 
following.
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From Fig. 2, 
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The Eq. (2) is substituted in the Eq. (4), then
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For the pitch curve (r = r (θ )) being a kind of 
non-circular curve, ωc varies nonlinearly with ωb in 
hobbing. As shown in Fig. 2, there is an equialent 
helical gear that has center of rotation, oc , and 
reference radius corresponding to the distance R, 
which is from oc to the tangent of the pitch curve. 
Some parameters such as the helix angle βc , the 
normal module mn , and the transverse module mt are 
the same as those of non-circular helical gears. The 
equivalent teeth number is marked as Zv , then,
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where the K is the lobes of hob.
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The Eqs. (1), (5) and (7) are substituted in the Eq. 
(6), then,
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From Eq. (7), the velocity of the workpiece along 
the normal direction of the pitch line of the tooling 
rack can be deduced.
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From Eqs. (5), (8) and (9), a fundamental linkage 
model based on hobbing is elicited as follows.
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1.2.2  Extra Rotation Models

As mentioned previously, extra rotation can be 
implemented by a workpiece or hob.

1.2.2.1 Extra Rotation of Workpiece 

If an extra rotation Δωc is added to the workpiece 
rotation ωc , marked as “A”, the workpiece should 

rotate a week additionally while moving a screw lead 
along the axle of that [12].

 r dt v dtc

t

c z

t
∆ω β

0 0∫ ∫= tan .  (11)

Differentiating Eq. (11) and simplifying it:

 ∆ω βc z cv r= ( )tan .  (12)

The resultant angular velocity ωc
*  is as follows.

 ω ω ωc c c
* ,= ± ∆  (13)

where the “+” is adopted while the direction of the 
helix of the hob is in accordance with that of the gears; 
otherwise, the “–” is adopted.

1.2.2.2  Extra Rotation of Hob

As shown in Fig. 3, an extra rotation Δωb is added to 
the hob rotation ωb , marked as “B”. The line t–t is a 
tangent to the inclined tooth flank in the point of P. 
The component of the vertical motion vz related to the 
common normal line n–n is vz

n . vΔ represents an extra 
linear velocity in the point of P due to Δωb , the 
component of which related to the common normal 
line is v∆

n =.
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where the “λb” is the lead ascending angle of the hob.

Fig. 3.  Common tangent plane of hobbing

The normal velocity of the hob in the meshing 
point should equal to that of the workpiece [10].

 v vz
n n= ∆ .  (15)
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From Eqs. (14) and (15), 

 ∆ω βb z c nv Km= ( )2 sin ,  (16)

the resultant angular velocity ωb
*  is as follows:

 ω ω ωb b b
* ,=  ∆  (17)

where the “–” is adopted while the direction of the 
helix of the hob is in accordance with that of the gears; 
otherwise, the “+” is adopted.

2  REALIZATION STRATEGY OF THE LINKAGE MODEL

There are three kinds of hobbing methods [9], such as 
constant revolving velocity of hob (marked as “U”), 
constant revolving velocity of workpiece (marked as 
“V”) and constant polar-angular velocity of workpiece 
(marked as “W”), in the cross-section of non-circular 
gears. The constant revolving velocity of hob implies 
that the velocity of hob keeps constant, consequently 
the workpiece rotates at constant arc length at the same 
time. The constant revolving velocity of workpiece 
implies that the workpiece rotates with a constant 
angular velocity. The constant polar-angular velocity 
of the workpiece implies that the  workpiece rotates 
with constant polar-angular velocity. There are three 
kinds of movement methods for the axial movement 
vz , such as being coupled with ωb (marked as “α”), 
being coupled with ωc (marked as “β”) and constant 
axial speed (marked as “γ”).

For the variety of hobbing process in profile 
movement, axial movement, and extra rotation, 
there are eighteen (C C C3

1
3
1

2
1  = 18) kinds of schemes 

and functional models that can be realized. For the 
constant revolving velocity of hob, some schemes 
such as “UαA”, “UβA”, “UγA” or “UαB”, “UβB”, 
“UγB” can be constructed from Eqs. (1) and (2), or 
Eqs. (1) and (3), and the mathematical model of which 
is Eqs. (18) or (19). The vz = f (ωb , ωc , k3) in Eqs. (18) 
and (19) can be determined based on the linkage 
methods of the axial movement, as Eq. (20). For 
the constant revolving velocity of workpiece, some 
schemes such as “VαA”, “VβA”, “VγA” or “VαB”, 
“VβB”, “VγB” can be constructed from Eqs. (1) and 
(2), or Eqs. (1) and (3), and the mathematical model 
of which is Eqs. (21) or (22). For the constant polar-
angular velocity of the workpiece, some schemes 
such as “WαA”, “WβA”, “WγA” or “WαB”, “WβB”, 
“WγB” can be constructed from Eqs. (1) and (2), or 
Eqs. (1) and (3), and the mathematical model of which 
is Eqs. (23) or (24). 
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3  ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF LINKAGE MODELS BASED 
ON VIRTUAL MACHINING

Including the basic function of hobbing and the 
linkage strategy properly, an excellent linkage 
model should have the performance qualities of high 
precision, high efficiency and ease of control. An 

elliptical helical gear will be analyzed as an example 
in this paper, which has the essential feature of any 
non-circular helical gears. The conclusions drawn can 
be expanded to other non-circular helical gears with 
arbitrary pitch curve. Its principal parameters are as 
follows: major semi-axis a = 100 mm, eccentricity 
e = 0.6, K = 1, mn = 5 mm, βc = 14.251°, number of 
teeth Z = 35, tooth width b = 50 mm. The mathematical 
models (see Eqs. (18) to (24)) applied to the elliptical 
helical gear are discussed from three aspects. These 
are profile precision, axial precision and control 
performance by virtual machining process using 
MATLAB [13], to single out the excellent strategy 
and models progressively. For example, three kinds of 
models of constant axial speed (γ) & extra rotation of 
the workpiece (“A”) are simulated and shown in Fig. 
4.

a)   b)    c)

Fig. 4.  Constant axial speed & extra rotation of workpiece; a) scheme of the “UγA”, b) scheme of the “VγA”, c) scheme of the “WγA”

a)                            b) 

c)                                       d)    
Fig. 5.  Profile-hobbing performance; a) scheme of the “UγA”, b) scheme of the “VγA”, c) scheme of the “WγA”, d) graph of ωb – θ
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3.1  Analysis of Profile-Hobbing Performance

Involute profiles are formed by the meshing 
movement between ωb and ωc on the end-face, which 
means that the profile precision is determined only 
by the methods of the profile hobbing process. That 
is to say, the profile precision has nothing to do with 
the methods of axial movement and extra rotation. To 
compare different profile hobbing process features, 
3D machining simulations, taking the same axial 
movement (γ) and the same extra rotation (“A”) as a 
case, are conducted and shown in Fig. 4. Their tool 
paths on the end-face (z = 0) are shown in Fig. 5.

From Figs. 5a and d, we can find that ωb is 
constant on any polar angle to the scheme of the 
“UγA”, which makes cutting marks of any tooth 
uniform, and the precision is basically identical. As 
illustrated in Figs. 5a and d, ωb of the scheme of the 
“VγA” fluctuates. All variables in MATLAB can be 
inquired conveniently [14]. We find that the minimum  
ωb is 98 rad/s when θ is 0 or π, and its maximum is 
191.4 rad/s while θ is 0.3 π or 1.7 π. The maximum 
is 1.95 times as much as the minimum, which makes 
the cutting marks of every tooth nonuniform. Thus, 
the precision is different. As shown in Fig. 5c d, the 
ωb of the scheme of the “WγA” fluctuates sharply. 
The figures show that the maximum ωb is 612.5 rad/s 
when θ is 0, and its minimum is 38.28 rad/s while θ is  
π. The maximum is 16 times more than the minimum, 
which makes the precision of every tooth vary greatly. 
The precision of the gear should be measured at 
its lowest level. Therefore, the constant revolving 
velocity of hob should be adopted, and can obtain 
the highest manufacturing precision under a given 
efficiency. The next ordinal is the constant revolving 
velocity of the workpiece, the constant pola-angular 
velocity of the workpiece.

3.2  Analysis of Axial Movement Performance 

The full-depth tooth can be hobbed through the 
vz  

movement, and the axial precision is determined 
only by the methods of axial movement. To compare 
the features of different axial movement, three kinds 
of axial movement methods with the same profile 
hobbing process (“U”) and the same extra rotation 
(“A”) are analyzed. As shown in Fig. 6a, Sz is an 
axial displacement of hob at a polar angle, and ΔSz 
is its successive clearance. The Sz of the schemes of 
the “UαA”, the “UβA” and the “UγA” are shown in 
Fig. 6b, which shows that the Sz of the “UαA” and the 
“UγA”  change linearly with θ, but the “UβA”  varies 
nonlinearly. The maximum and the minimum each 

lie in 0.14 π and 1.86 π. Table 1 lists the final axial 
displacement of hob and its successive clearance in 
0, 0.14 π, π, and 1.86 π. The successive clearances of 
the “UαA” and the “UγA” are constant to any axial 
displacement and any polar angle. The successive 
clearances of the “UβA” are constant to any axial 
displacement and the same polar angle, not to any 
polar angle. The minimum of that lies in 0.14 π, which 
means that the cutting marks are the most plentiful, so 
the precision is the highest. However, the maximum 
lies in 1.86 π, which means that the cutting marks are 
the thinnest, so the precision is the lowest. Therefore, 
the schemes of the “UαA” and the “UγA” can obtain 
the highest precision under a given efficiency.

a) 

b) 
Fig. 6.  Axial movement performance;  

a) elevation view of tool-path, b) axial displacement

Table 1.  Axial displacement and successive clearance in specific 
polar angle 

θ [rad] 0 0.14 π π 1.86 π

UαA
Sz [mm] -50.000 -50.336 -52.723 -55.169

ΔSz [mm] -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000

UβA
Sz [mm] -50.205 -50.000 -52.989 -56.058

ΔSz [mm] -5.021 -4.966 -5.027 -5.089

UγA
Sz [mm] -50.000 -50.336 -52.723 -55.169

ΔSz [mm] -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000
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The scheme of the “UαA” has the characteristics 
of constant revolving velocity of hob (“U”) and being 
coupled with ωb (α). From Eq. (20), it is fined that vz 
(= k1 ω1) is unchanging, which means that the essence 
between the “UαA”  and the “UγA” is the same, and 
their axial movement performance is the same. Due 
to controlling less synchronal axis being relatively 
simple, the scheme of the “UγA” is suitable to adopt.

3.3  Analysis of Extra Rotation Performance 

Through analyzing the hobbing methods under the 
same profile movement (e.g. “U”) and the same axial 
movement (e.g. γ), it can be concluded that they have 
the same precision and efficiency regardless of the 
extra rotation of the workpiece (“A”) or extra rotation 
of hob (B). To the scheme “UγB”, Δωb is attached 
to hob rotation, which causes angular acceleration 
of the synthesis angular velocity ωb

*  to be nonzero. 
The machine should adopt a servomotor driver, which 
would restrict its output power. However, Δωb is 
attached to workpiece rotation in the scheme “UγA”, 
and there is little difference between the synthesis 
angular velocity ωc

*  and ωc , which increases no 
difficulty in control. In this case, the hob can be driven 
by an AC motor, and its angle or angular velocity can 
be measured by a detecting element. The testing signal 
can be turned into a digital signal, as a fundamental 
frequency, which can make up a double-fundamental-
frequency control system with another fundamental 
frequency that controls the vz [15]. Therefore, the 
scheme “UγA” is the best.

4  HOBBING TESTS AND DETECTION FOR TOOTH FLANKS

The excellent scheme of the “UγA” has been brought 
into operation based on a hobbing platforms with 
ARM (Advanced RISC Machines) & DSP (Digital 
Signal Processor) & FPGA (Field Programmable 
Gata Array) [16]. The actual hobbing process with 
the elliptical helical gear hobbed is presented in Fig. 
7, from which we find that the gear can be hobbed 
corrected. 

The surface roughness of the 1st tooth (θ = 
1.3°) and the 17th tooth (θ = 187°) of the elliptical 
helical gear can be detected by a surface roughness 
measuring instrument [17]. The point cloud figures of 
roughness for tooth flanks are shown in Figs. 8a and 
b, which shows that both of the two are very close, 
and there is no discernible difference between the two 
tooth flanks including their profile precision and their 
axial precision. Therefore, a  conclusion that all of 
the profile precisions of the gear are uniform can be 

drawn. Compared to the results between the computer 
simulations and the experimental studies, the results 
have shown that they are in good agreement.

Fig. 7.  Machining process and elliptic helical gear

a)        b)
Fig. 8.  Point cloud of roughness for tooth flanks,  

a) θ =187°, b) θ =1.3°

5  CONCLUSIONS

(1) The hobbing strategy based on the four-axis 
linkage has been built by the generating method 
of helical tooling rack, and some fundamental 
hobbing models have been deduced, which 
includes profile-linkage models and extra rotation 
models. These works make the hobbing of non-
circular helical gears possible.

(2) Eighteen kinds of schemes and functional models 
have been developed based on the fundamental 
hobbing models built, according to the variety 
of hobbing processes in profile movement, axial 
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movement, and extra rotation. Profile precision is 
determined only by methods of profile movement, 
and its axial precision is determined only by those 
of axial movement, and control performance is 
determined only by those of extra rotation. The 
excellent strategy and model have been selected 
orderly.

(3) The scheme of the “UγA” is an excellent linkage 
obtained, the mathematical model of which is 
the simultaneous Eqs. (18) and (20). Morever, 
schemes of the “UγB”, the “UαA” and the “UαB” 
can also realize a hobbing with high precision and 
high efficiency, while those machine tools have 
a special requirement, and the control systems 
can also meet the requirement of dynamic 
characteristics. Then, those schemes are also 
available as options.

(4) Through the hobbing tests, it has been concluded 
that the excellent strategy and the model are 
correct and feasible. The results between the tests 
for tooth flanks and the computer simulations are 
in good agreement.
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